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This question was asked and evaded with a nonsensical
answer and topic changed quickly.�

Asha Rangappa
@AshaRangappa_

Re Acosta: I’m still not hearing why *potential co-conspirators* 
had to be immunized from prosecution in order to secure a plea 
deal with *Epstein.* What do those third parties have to do with 
an agreement between the government and the defendant??

8,137 6:54 PM - Jul 10, 2019

2,700 people are talking about this

He said coconspirators were immunized bc the goal was to go after the top. But you

go after the underlings precisely *in order* to flip them and get to top banana.

ESPECIALLY if your issue is insufficient evidence. You don’t promise to *protect*

them to get D to plead (?!?!?)

The coconspirators identified in the original plea deal (though “not limited” to them

only) are indicated here, in the February order finding that Acosta’s office violated

the CVPA

They are likely be the same accomplices identified in SDNY indictment as

“Employees 1-2-3.” 

Again, if Acosta’s office knew who they were, why not use them to get more evidence

against Acosta (as it looks like SDNY did) rather than immunize them as part of

Epstein’s “deal”?

Also, here’s where those accomplices are now
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Where Are Jeffrey Epstein’s Alleged Accomplices Now?
When prosecutors gave Jeffrey Epstein a sweetheart plea deal in 2007, they
agreed not to charge four women allegedly involved in recruiting dozens of
underage girls for abuse.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epsteins-alleged-accomplices-where-are-sarah-k…

Also question for @Mimirocah1: To the extent that any of these women were minors

at the time of the crimes, DOJ wouldn’t characterize them as “coconspirators,” right?

They’d be victims? (The DB article says one is now 39 and another 51 so they weren’t

but not sure about others)
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